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Firefox and Thunderbird: Beyond Browsing and EmailQue, 2005
There's a new browser in town: Firefox is quickly becoming a  leading alternative to Microsoft Internet Explorer. If you are new  to Firefox and want to see what all the buzz is about, Firefox  and Thunderbird: Beyond Browsing and Email is the guide that  you need. By focusing on how to configure...
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3ds Max 8 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
If 3ds Max 8 can do it, you can do it too ... 
Spark your creativity with the world's most popular animation software and the detailed instruction in this power-packed book from an industry expert. If you're new to 3ds Max, jump right in with a Quick Start program that will have you modeling and rendering a complete image your first day....
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Beginning ASP DatabasesWrox Press, 1999
As a tutorial, Beginning ASP Databases offers an entry point to one of the most crucial aspects of Microsoft-oriented Web development--database integration with Active Server Pages. In Beginning ASP Databases, a trio of authors covers the basics of working with databases from ASP--especially using ActiveX Database Objects (ADO)....
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Adobe Photoshop 7 Fast & EasyCourse Technology PTR, 2002
While Adobe has made Photoshop increasingly easier for the beginner to create and customize professional-looking designs, users still require a guide to fully utulize Photoshop's many features.  This book walks the reader through the sometimes intimidating and overwhelming feature set of Photoshop by presenting tasks in concise steps complemented...
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IP Telephony with H.323: Architectures for Unified Networks and Integrated ServicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
A comprehensive introduction to the protocols and architecture everyone must know in order to implement H.323-based IP telephony
   IP Telephony with H.323   

   Internet Protocol (IP) telephony is changing the way business gets done, allowing multimedia messages such as voice, data, and video to be transmitted over standard routers,...
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Head First Rails: A learner's companion to Ruby on Rails (Brain-Friendly Guides)O'Reilly, 2009
Ready to transport your web applications into the Web 2.0 era? Head First Rails takes your programming -- and productivity -- to the max. You'll learn everything from the fundamentals of Rails scaffolding to building customized interactive web apps using Rails' rich set of tools and the MVC framework.
  
  By the time you're...
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Irrlicht 1.7 Realtime 3D Engine Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011


	The Irrlicht Engine is a cross-platform high-performance real-time 3D engine written in C++. It features a powerful high-level API for creating complete 3D and 2D applications such as games or scientific visualizations.

	Irrlicht 1.7.1 Realtime 3D Engine Beginner's Guide will teach you to master all that is required to create 2D and...
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Information Visualization, Third Edition: Perception for Design (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2012

	Information Visualization: Perception for Design is a comprehensive guide to what the science of human perception tells us about how we should display information.


	The human brain is a super-computer for finding patterns in information. Our understanding of visual data and visual information is greatly enhanced or impeded by...
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Outsource It!: A No-Holds-Barred Look at the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly of Offshoring Tech ProjectsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	
		If you need to expand your business but not your budget, if your group has an intense but short-term project, if you don't have the skill set to get a job done-it's time to think about outsourcing. Starting from the first step (should you outsource part of your tech work?) to the last (how can you protect your intellectual...
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Lift Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 50 practical recipes to build web applications using Lift, the most secure web framework available


	Overview

	
		Lift made easy with step-by-steps recipes written by a developer for developers
	
		Practical examples covering topics from basic to advanced levels
	
		Learn to use...
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Clojure for Java DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Write apps for the multithreaded world with Clojure's flavor of functional programming
	
		Discover Clojure's features and advantages and use them in your existing projects
	
		The book is designed so that you'll be able put to use your existing skills and software knowledge...
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Show Me You Care - The Power of Silence in SellingTarget Point Ltd, 2021

	
		The Power of Silence is immense.

	
		Nothing establishes a closer connection or works better than silence and active listening. There is raw power to listening, hearing, and getting out of the way. When we let a buyer tell us what they want, vs. what we think they may need, long-lasting relationships are built. Silence and...
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